Identification and control of dynamical systems using different architectures of recurrent fuzzy system.
Fuzzy logic based systems are very widely used for modeling and control of complex non-linear, plants. Fuzzy systems require the knowledge about the structure of the dynamic plant in order to achieve fruitful results. Recurrent Fuzzy systems (RFS) are a variation of fuzzy systems and have the ability to model and control dynamic plants without using the information about the structure of the plant. This paper presents identification and control of non-linear dynamical systems using two different architectures of recurrent fuzzy system (RFS). It highlights the importance of RFS over the conventional type-1 fuzzy based system. The objective of system identification as well as control has been achieved using both the architectures of RFS and the simulation results clearly show their efficiency. This paper also highlights yet another advantage of RFS over the conventional type-1 fuzzy systems which comes into light when dealing with higher order systems. The paper explains how the computational complexity can be greatly reduced by using RFS for higher order dynamical systems. A comparative analysis between the conventional type-1 fuzzy system and the two recurrent fuzzy systems has also been performed.